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I

INTRODUCTION

Consider the following hypothetical, yet realistic, scenario. Assume that A accepts
O’s offer by email, email being an agreed form of communication between the parties and the
respective email addresses being designated by the parties for the purposes of the transaction.
The email reaches O’s email address, upon which A receives a delivery notification. Assume
that the two email addresses form part of two separate information systems. 1 Assume also that
O had previously set up a filter such that all email communications containing the word ‘offer’
in the subject line are automatically deleted on a permanent basis. This was done by O with the
hope of reducing spam, albeit O’s filtering rules were far more stringent than the usual spam
filters available in popular email clients.2 Assume further, that because A’s email acceptance
contained the word ‘offer’ in the subject line it was automatically deleted after it reached O’s
email address. In effect, although the acceptance email did reach O’s designated email address,
O was completely unaware of the acceptance. In these circumstance, could it be said that a
contract has come into existence between A and O?
In this chapter, we respond to the above question from a common law perspective, but
within the framework of the 2005 United Nations Convention on the Use of Electronic
Communications in International Contracts (‘the Convention’), which the United Nations
Commission on International Trade Law (‘UNCITRAL’) prepared with the aim of
supplementing the 1996 UNCITRAL Model Law on Electronic Commerce (‘the Model Law’).
We aim to demonstrate that the application of the two international instruments and the
common law principles on the formation of contracts to the hypothetical scenario set out above
gives rise to inconsistent outcomes that must be avoided. We conclude by proposing a modest,
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yet effective, amendment to the Convention, which could set aside any uncertainty and provide
greater consistency between the legal and technical dimensions of contract formation.
II

FORMATION OF CONTRACTS UNDER THE COMMON LAW

Consensus ad idem or assent, is the basis for a legally enforceable contract under the
common law. In determining assent, however, common law courts focus on the external
appearance of a transaction in view of the difficulty in ascertaining with any certainty the
subjective intent of the contracting parties. As a wise judge once said “the intent of a man
cannot be tried, for the devil himself knoweth not the mind of men.”3 As such, the standard
that is adopted in determining assent is an objective one where courts are “concerned not with
the presence of an inward and mental assent but with its outward and visible signs.” 4 In any
given case, in order to determine the existence of an agreement, it has long been usual for
common law courts to employ the language of offer and acceptance. 5 That is, it is said that a
contract comes into being when one party makes an offer and the other accepts it. Under this
approach, however, it is only logical to suggest that the party accepting (i.e., the offeree) must
have had full knowledge of the offer at the time of acceptance, and the party making the offer
(i.e., the offeror) must have had full knowledge of the acceptance–for it cannot be said that in
the absence of such knowledge there is any ‘agreement’ between the contracting parties,
particularly in the context of bilateral contracts.6
2.1

Postal Rule–Adams v Lindsell

The advent of new forms and methods of communication have challenged the
traditional process by which the existence of an agreement is determined using the criterion of
offer and acceptance. Postal communications aptly illustrate this point. Thus, in Adams v
Lindsell, 7 the English Court of King’s Bench had to determine as to what constituted the
external manifestation of the acceptance, when an acceptance is sent by post–i.e., (1) when the
letter of acceptance is put into the postbox, (2) when the letter of acceptance is delivered to the
offeror’s address, or (3) when the letter of acceptance is actually read by the offeror. The Court
was inclined to favour the first of the three possibilities, and now it is settled law that acceptance
takes place upon the act of posting,8 even where the letter of acceptance does not reach the
offeror because it is lost in post. 9 Strangely, however, the law dispensed with the strict
requirement that acceptances must actually be communicated before contracts are formed in
respect of postal contracts–a requirement that has more significance to contracts made by post
inter absentes. 10
Of course, whether the postal rule was devised for the right reasons, or is even
applicable to the modern context, is questionable. In Adams v Lindsell, the Court’s reasoning
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for rejecting the view that no contract will be formed until the letter of acceptance is received
by the offeror was that:
“[If] that were so, no contract could ever be completed by the post. For if the defendants
were not bound by their offer when accepted by the plaintiffs till the answer was received,
then the plaintiffs ought not to be bound till after they had received the notification that
the defendants had received their answer and assented to it. And so it might go on ad
infinitum.”11
But if the point of the offer and acceptance analysis is to provide guidance in respect
of whether parties had assented to certain terms, then the analysis must stop once the offeree’s
conduct manifests an acceptance. For at that point, there is an agreement or consensus ad idem
on the terms proposed by the offeror. Unlike what the Court in Adams v Lindsell seems to have
suggested, there is no further need for the offeror to notify the offeree that the former assents
to the latter’s acceptance–that would be a redundant exercise for the purpose of establishing an
agreement. In inter praesentes situations, ie where parties are in the physical presence of one
another, or use a mode of communication that has that effect (e.g. online chat applications
where both parties remain online), it is reasonable to treat the communication of the acceptance
to the offeror as the external manifestation required to determine assent. This is because, when
parties are in one another’s presence or are able to immediately perceive the other’s reaction to
an offer, it is only logical to suggest that unless the acceptance is perceived by the offeror, there
would have really been no assent in the first place. The act of assent and the communication
of the assent to the offeror take place together. Yet, in inter absentes situations, such as when
post or any other form of non-instantaneous communication is used, this is not possible. It is
impossible to know the reaction of the offeree upon receiving an offer. Hence, the external
manifestation of acceptance in such situations could take many other forms, although
communication of the acceptance to the offeror is one possible, and perhaps the best,
manifestation of assent. Thus, the conduct of the offeree in posting the acceptance letter, being
a possible external manifestation of assent, is sufficient to constitute a contract as there is
consensus ad idem at that point. For that reason, the outcome in Adams v Lindsell, in treating
the act of posting as completing acceptance and forming a contract, is right, but not for the
reason set out in the judgement itself. There is really no need for communication of the
acceptance, if the basis for a contract is assent or agreement, and it could manifest in other
ways.12
Of course, this is not to say that there is no utility in a rule that requires an acceptance
to be communicated to the offeror before the acceptance has binding effect. This is more so in
inter absentes situations. But that is not because there is no ‘agreement’ without
communication of the acceptance. Rather, it is for practical reasons–“[t]he main reason for the
rule is that it could cause hardship to the offeror to be bound without knowing that the offer
had been accepted.”13
It seems that the Court’s concern in Adams v Lindsell about the possibility of ad
infinitum communications between parties having no legal effect was misconceived, and this
is more so in today’s context where letters can be tracked and an offeree could ascertain with
certainty if and when the letter of acceptance reaches the offeror. Moreover, and according to
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Michael Furmston, it appears that Adams v Lindsell was decided at a time when the rules
regarding communication of acceptance (or the receipt rule) had not even been developed by
the common law courts–thus the postal rule somewhat being anterior to the general rule on
communication of acceptance. 14 In fact, David Pugsley, having made a comparison between
the application of the postal and receipt rules to varying contexts and circumstances, reaches
the following conclusion:
“We should therefore recommend that as a general rule, in accordance with the
reasonable expectations of the man on the Clapham omnibus and the fundamental
principles of the modern law of contract, a letter of acceptance should take effect, and
the contract should therefore be complete when the letter is received by the offeror.”15
Regardless of the merits of the postal rule, and assuming that the rule still retains a
place in the modern context, its application is clearly limited to non-instantaneous forms of
communications, which take place inter absentes. Whereas, when parties are inter praesentes,
and even when they are separated physically but make use of instantaneous forms of
communications, there is no room for the postal rule of acceptance. In other words, whether
the postal rule applies depends on the nature of the communication made use of by the parties.
III

ACCEPTANCE BY EMAIL

It is necessary to consider how email communications are to be treated, in light of the
principles discussed above. After all, this is what needs to be addressed in responding to the
question posed in the hypothetical scenario set out in the introduction. The postal rule devised
in Adams v Lindsell applies to contracts that are made inter absentes–ie where parties are
separated by both time and space. As such, at first blush, there might be an inclination to resolve
that the postal rule applies to email communications. Yet, despite the similarities between post
and email (in how they function), email communications have evolved to become near
instantaneous, if not instant. As such, there should be no difficulty in applying the receipt rule
to email.16
The question as to the applicability of the postal rule to email communications has
been considered by courts, but only on a few occasions. In Chwee Kin Keong v Digilandmall17
the Singapore High Court considered the formation of contracts by email albeit the Court did
not form a definitive conclusion about the applicability of the postal rule. According to Rajah
JC:
“An e-mail, while bearing some similarity to a postal communication, is in some aspects
fundamentally different. Furthermore, unlike a fax or a telephone call, it is not
instantaneous. E-mails are processed through servers, routers and Internet service
providers. Different protocols may result in messages arriving in an incomprehensible
form. Arrival can also be immaterial unless a recipient accesses the e-mail, but in this
14
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respect e-mail does not really differ from mail that has to be opened. Certain Internet
service providers provide the technology to inform a sender that a message has not been
properly routed. Others do not.
Notwithstanding some real differences with posting, it could be argued cogently that the
postal rule should apply to e-mail acceptances. […] There are, however, other sound
reasons to argue against such a rule in favour of the recipient rule. It should be noted that
while the common law jurisdictions continue to wrestle over this vexed issue, most civil
law jurisdictions lean towards the recipient rule. In support of the latter it might be argued
that unlike a posting, e-mail communication takes place in a relatively short time frame.
The recipient rule is therefore more convenient and relevant in the context of both
instantaneous or near instantaneous communications. Notwithstanding occasional
failure, most e-mails arrive sooner rather than later.”18
Although Rajah JC’s observations concerning email were made obiter 19 it may be
posited that the judge’s language suggests that he favoured the receipt rule for email
communications. 20 Before his elevation to the judiciary, Andrew Phan, in the course of a lucid
evaluation of Rajah JC’s approach in Chwee Kin Keong v Digilandmall has suggested that
“general (or recipient) rule ought to govern e-mail transactions”21 and even went on to suggest
that the possible abolition of the postal rule must be seriously considered. 22 This view has been
shared by courts in other jurisdictions forming part of both the civil law and common law legal
traditions. For instance, in Jafta v Wildlife, the Labour Court of South Africa in Durban held
that “[t]he assumption that postal contracts are concluded when a letter or telegram of
acceptance is handed at the post office cannot apply to acceptance by email or SMS because
the forms of communication differ substantially.”23 Similarly, the English High Court has held
that:
“The general rule is that the acceptance of an offer is not effective until communicated
to the offeror. The “postal rule” is an anomalous exception to the general rule, which is
limited to its particular circumstances. It does not apply to acceptances made by some
“instantaneous” mode of communication. […] the same principle applies to
communication by email…”24
From the case law discussed above, it is undeniably clear that the postal rule has no
application to acceptances communicated by email. 25 Whereas, the external manifestation of
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‘assent’ in the context of an email acceptance is when the email is communicated to, or received
by, the offeror–as email is regarded as near instantaneous. Hence, in determining whether a
contract is formed in the hypothetical scenario set out in the introduction it is necessary to
respond to the following question: is A’s email acceptance received by O?
IV

ACCEPTANCE IN CASES OF INSTANTANEOUS COMMUNICATIONS

In Entores v Miles Far East Corp 26 the question of communication of an acceptance
arose in the context of telex, an instantaneous form of communication. The English Court of
Appeal held that a contract made using an instantaneous mode of communication is only
complete when the acceptance is received by the offeror.27 Although the postal rule was well
established by the time Entores v Miles Far East Corp had to be decided, the rule in respect of
instantaneous communications had not been developed. Thus, Denning LJ’s observations in
Entores v Miles Far East Corp were important because they provided important guidance in
relation to instantaneous communications. These observations are reproduced below:
“Now take a case where two people make a contract by telephone. Suppose, for instance,
that I make an offer to a man by telephone and, in the middle of his reply, the line goes
“dead” so that I do not hear his words of acceptance. There is no contract at that moment.
The other man may not know the precise moment when the line failed. But he will know
that the telephone conversation was abruptly broken off: because people usually say
something to signify the end of the conversation. If he wishes to make a contract, he must
therefore get through again so as to make sure that I heard. Suppose next, that the line
does not go dead, but it is nevertheless so indistinct that I do not catch what he says and
I ask him to repeat it. He then repeats it and I hear his acceptance. The contract is made,
not on the first time when I do not hear, but only the second time when I do hear. If he
does not repeat it, there is no contract. The contract is only complete when I have his
answer accepting the offer.
Lastly, take the Telex. Suppose a clerk in a London office taps out on the teleprinter an
offer which is immediately recorded on a teleprinter in a Manchester office, and a clerk
at that end taps out an acceptance. If the line goes dead in the middle of the sentence of
acceptance, the teleprinter motor will stop. There is then obviously no contract. The clerk
at Manchester must get through again and send his complete sentence. But it may happen
that the line does not go dead, yet the message does not get through to London. Thus the
clerk at Manchester may tap out his message of acceptance and it will not be recorded in
London because the ink at the London end fails, or something of that kind. In that case,
the Manchester clerk will not know of the failure but the London clerk will know of it
and will immediately send back a message “not receiving.” Then, when the fault is
rectified, the Manchester clerk will repeat his message. Only then is there a contract. If
he does not repeat it, there is no contract. It is not until his message is received that the
contract is complete.”28
The above extract from Denning LJ’s judgement in Entores v Miles Far East Corp
clearly sets out the general rule about acceptance. 29 When an instantaneous mode of
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communication is used, a contract will be formed only when the acceptance is received by the
offeror. Hence, for all purposes, the external manifestation of assent in the case of instantaneous
communications is when the acceptance message reaches the offeror. Yet, there is still a further
issue to be resolved. When does an acceptance really ‘reach’ the offeror? Lord Justice
Denning’s observations suggest that in the case of ‘true’ inter praesentes situations the matter
of communication is a non-issue, as the parties are in one another’s presence (either physically
or virtually) and there will be no contract until the acceptance is perceived by the offeror
through one or more of his senses. Here, the receipt of the acceptance at the offeror’s end is
also capable of imputing actual knowledge of the acceptance on the part of the offeror.
Telephone (referred to by Denning LJ) or instant chat used in today’s context (eg Facebook’s
messenger app) provide examples of technology that could offer ‘real-time’ communications.
V

EMAIL COMMUNICATIONS ARE ASYNCHRONOUS, NOT SYNCHRONOUS

The problem with email is that although it is more expeditious than post, it is not truly
‘real-time’. 30 That is, although an email does get transmitted virtually instantly from the
sender’s server to that of the addressee,31 receipt at the addressee’s end does not necessarily
mean that the addressee is made aware of the email’s arrival. Thus, if an acceptance was
emailed, there is still a gap in time between the receipt of the email acceptance at the offeror’s
email server and when the offeror becomes actually aware of the acceptance–eg through a push
notification between the server and the email client or application32–although even this delay
is negligible today. For this reason, email communications are not truly an inter praesentes
form of communication; nor are they truly inter absentes communications. 33 This is precisely
why determining when an email acceptance is communicated to, or received by, the offeror is
a complex exercise. Is it when the acceptance email reaches the offeror’s email server
(constructive knowledge)? Or is it when the offeror actually is notified of the email and reads
it (actual knowledge)? The answer to this question does not seem to have been settled in the
common law world. 34 Lord Wilberforce in Brinkibon v Stahag Stahl was of the view that “[n]o
universal rule can cover all such cases: they must be resolved by reference to the intentions of
the parties, by sound business practice and in some cases by a judgement where the risks should
lie.”35 It appears, however, that when the offeror has constructive knowledge of the acceptance,
it is normally sufficient for the acceptance to take effect. Thus, for instance, where an
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acceptance email (or any other form of instantaneous communication) is sent ‘within working
hours’ that is sufficient to impute constructive knowledge of the acceptance on the offeree.36
Yet, in the hypothetical scenario set out at the outset, the offeror (O) has neither actual,
nor constructive, knowledge of the acceptance, as the email acceptance is deleted permanently
upon reaching O’s email address. As such, A’s acceptance is not ‘received’ by, or
‘communicated’ to, O. Yet, despite the lack of communication of the acceptance to the offeror,
it appears that O could still be bound to the contract. This is in view of Denning LJ’s faultbased analysis in Entores v Miles Far East Corp. Thus, building on the discussion on
acceptances communicated face-to-face or by use of telephone or telex, Denning LJ made the
following qualification:
“In all the instances I have taken so far, the man who sends the message of acceptance
knows that it has not been received or he has reason to know it. So he must repeat it. But,
suppose that he does not know that his message did not get home. He thinks it has. This
may happen if the listener on the telephone does not catch the words of acceptance, but
nevertheless does not trouble to ask for them to be repeated: or the ink on the teleprinter
fails at the receiving end, but the clerk does not ask for the message to be repeated: so
that the man who sends an acceptance reasonably believes that his message has been
received. The offeror in such circumstances is clearly bound, because he will be estopped
from saying that he did not receive the message of acceptance. It is his own fault that he
did not get it. But if there should be a case where the offeror without any fault on his part
does not receive the message of acceptance—yet the sender of it reasonably believes it
has got home when it has not—then I think there is no contract.”37
In the examples cited in the above extract, the acceptance message is never
‘communicated’ to, or ‘received’ by, the offeror–i.e., the offeror has no knowledge of the
acceptance, constructive or actual. Yet, a contract is said to have come into existence, because
the acceptance was not communicated owing to the fault of the offeror, and the offeree has no
reason to believe that his acceptance was not received–because in the hypothetical scenario, A
does in fact receive a notification that the acceptance email was delivered to O’s email server.
In such circumstances, the doctrine of estoppel operates disentitling the offeror from denying
that he did not receive the acceptance when the offeror’s own action or inaction was the cause
for the failure in the acceptance being communicated. In effect, Denning LJ introduced an
exception to the general rule that an acceptance must in fact be received by, or communicated
to, the offeror to constitute the external manifestation of assent in cases of instantaneous
communications. Whereas, when there is no fault on the part of the offeror, there will be no
contract. Thus, the receipt rule would generally apply to instantaneous communications, and
arguably to email as well, except that when an acceptance is not communicated to the offeror
owing to his own fault, there will nevertheless be a contract, in cases where the offeree had no
reason to believe that his acceptance was not communicated. This approach is in no way
inconsistent with the rule that ‘assent’ is the key requirement for the formation of contracts. It
has been pointed out that:
“Despite many statements to the effect that a contract is complete ‘only’ when
acceptance is ‘received’, as it is only then that it can be said that there is a meeting of
(n 34). See also, (n 13) para 2-047–“If an acceptance is sent and duly received during business hours by telex
or fax but is simply not read anyone in the offeror’s office when it is there transcribed or printed out on his
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hours, it probably takes effect at the beginning of the next business day. Similar rules probably apply (mutantis
mutandis) to determine when an acceptance sent by email is duly received, but not read by the offeror or anyone
in his office, is, or taken to be, communicated to the offeror.” (citations omitted) (emphasis added).
37
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minds, as noted earlier, the objective theory of contract does not dictate that
communication must occur. The key to an enforceable contract lies in there being
evidence of assent rather than there being a meeting of minds.”38
Arguably, in the hypothetical scenario, O’s act of setting up an email filter that was
more stringent in comparison to the usual industry standard (the usual practice being the
transfer of a spam email to a designated spam or trash folder and not its permanent deletion)
and failure to deactivate the filter, it being reasonably foreseeable that a prospective acceptance
could contain the word ‘offer’ in the subject line, together implicates fault on O’s part.
Accordingly, the answer to the question posed at the outset of this discourse is that a contract
does come into existence between A and O under the common law, even though the acceptance
email is not in fact brought to the notice of the offeror–O being estopped from denying receipt
of the acceptance email in view of his own fault.39
VI
DISPATCH AND RECEIPT OF ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS UNDER
THE MODEL LAW AND THE CONVENTION
The Model Law, and later the Convention, are UNCITRAL’s attempts to bring about
greater uniformity in relation to commercial transactions that take place in the online space.
Although neither the Model Law nor the Convention seeks to set out substantive rules
regarding contract formation, they do provide guidance on when an electronic communication
is dispatched and received. These rules regarding the dispatch and receipt of electronic
communications could inform and supplement the substantive common law rules regarding
contract formation.
6.1

The Model Law

The Model Law provides that “[u]nless otherwise agreed between the originator and
the addressee, the dispatch of a data message occurs when it enters an information system
outside the control of the originator...”40 Assuming that the postal rule of acceptance has a place
in the modern context, the rule regarding dispatch of a data message could provide guidance
as to when an electronic acceptance takes effect in the context of non-instantaenous electronic
communications. Importantly, according to the Model Law, the time of receipt of a data
message has to be determined based on whether the addressee had designated an information
system for the purpose of receiving the messages.41 Thus, unless the parties to a communication
had agreed otherwise, where the addressee has designated an information system for the
purpose of retrieving data messages, receipt occurs at the time when the data message enters
that designated information system. 42 In such circumstances, if the message is sent to an
information system not designated by the addressee, then receipt occurs only when it is
retrieved by the addressee. 43 In the case where no information system has been designated by
the addressee, then receipt of a data message occurs when it enters an information system of
the addressee.44
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For the purposes of the hypothetical scenario set out in the introduction, we have
assumed that the offeror had designated an email address for receiving the acceptance, 45 and in
terms of the Model Law receipt occurs the moment A’s email acceptance enters O’s
information system. The guidance provided by UNCITRAL to the Model Law suggests that a
data message is deemed to have entered an information system when it is capable of being
processed by that information system. 46 Notably, the Model Law premises receipt not on
whether a data message was processed, but rather on the notion of its capabliliy of being
processed. This is of significance to the hypothetical scenario upon which this discourse is
based, as arguably the acceptance email sent out by A was capable of being processed, although
it may not really have been processed in view of its immediate deletion upon reaching O’s
email address. In effect, in terms of the Model Law, it would appear that A’s email acceptance
was in fact received by O, which seems to be consistent with the outcome under the common
law on the formation of a contract between A and O.
6.2

The Convention

In assessing the hypothetical scenario under the rules set out by UNCITRAL, it is also
necessary to consider the 2005 UN Convention that supplements the Model Law. Art 10(2) of
the Convention provides that:
“The time of receipt of an electronic communication is the time when it becomes
capable of being retrieved by the addressee at an electronic address designated by the
addressee. The time of receipt of an electronic communication at another electronic
address of the addressee is the time when it becomes capable of being retrieved by the
addressee at that address and the addressee becomes aware that the electronic
communication has been sent to that address. An electronic communication is
presumed to be capable of being retrieved by the addressee when it reaches the
addressee’s electronic address.”
When Art 10(2) of the Convention is applied to the hypothetical scenario, whether A’s
acceptance email was received would depend on its capability of being retrieved by O at O’s
electronic address. UNCITRAL’s explanatory note on the Convention suggests that ‘capable
of being retrieved’ takes the same meaning as ‘available for processing’, which was used to
determine receipt under the Model Law:
“In fact “entry” in an information system is understood under Article 15 of the Model
Law as the time when an electronic communication “becomes available for processing
within that information system”, which is arguably also the time when the
communication becomes “capable of being retrieved” by the addressee.”47
Yet, Art 10(2) of the Convention contains a notable variation to the Model Law’s
corresponding provision–i.e., the Convention introduces a presumption as to receipt. 48
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Accordingly, an electronic communication is presumed to be capable of being retrieved by the
addressee the moment it reaches the addressee’s ‘electronic address’. In this regard, another
change in the language between the Model Law and the Convention must be noted–i.e., the
reference to ‘electronic address’ as opposed to ‘information system’. Information system seems
broader than electronic address, and if this were the case, for an electronic communication to
be received by the addressee, it is not sufficient that it simply was capable of being retrieved
(or available for processing) after crossing into the addressee’s ‘information system’ but must
have been capable of being retrieved at the relevant electronic address. In other words, adoption
of specific language seemingly favours the sender, as the presumption will not come into
operation until the electronic communication reaches the addressee’s electronic address.
However, the Convention’s explanatory notes suggest that the new terminology “should not
lead to any substantive difference” 49–although Art 10(1) of the Convention seems to suggest
otherwise. 50 In any case, what matters insofar as the hypothetical scenario is whether A’s email
acceptance was capable of being retrieved at O’s electronic address. Arguably, since the
acceptance email is deleted by a filter that was set up by O, the email would have been capable
of being retrieved even momentarily at O’s electronic address. Hence, it would appear that A’s
email acceptance is presumed to have been received by O.
6.3

Rebutting the presumption of receipt

Presumptions are rebuttable. The Explanatory Note on the Convention suggests that
although by default, under Art 10(2), receipt of an electronic communication occurs when it is
capable of being retrieved at the addressee’s electronic address, the said provision recognises
that “concerns over security of information and communications in the business world have
led to the increased use of security measures such as filters or firewalls which might prevent
electronic communications from reaching their addressees.”51 UNCITRAL’s Working Group
on Electronic Commerce, which considered the provisions of the UN Convention on Electronic
Commerce in its drafting stage, made the following comment regarding the presumption about
receipt:
“It was noted that the presumption established in the third sentence of the proposed new
text of draft paragraph 2 could be rebutted in cases when security or other devices would
prevent the communication from being retrieved. It was further argued that the operation
of the presumption would allow greater flexibility in the assessment of facts, should there
be arguments as to whether a communication had been received or not”.52
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Essentially, what this means is that the use of a filter (such as a spam filter), as in the
hypothetical scenario, could (although not always)53 rebut the presumption that an electronic
communication becomes capable of being retrieved when it reaches the addressee’s electronic
address, leading to the outcome of the communication being treated as not received by the
addressee. Thus, even though a contract is formed between A and O under common law
principles, this is in circumstances where the electronic communication containing the
acceptance is technically not received by O (the offeror) in terms of the provisions dealing with
dispatch and receipt under the UNCITRAL Model Law and the UN Convention. Such a
conclusion is problematic, creates uncertainty and does not stand to reason.
VII

CONCLUSION–HARMONISING THE CONFLICT

Although UNCITRAL’s Model Law and the Convention do not aim to determine the
formation of contracts under substantive law, we posit that there must be consistency between
the outcome of applying the common law principles and UNCITRAL’s rules in relation to
electronic communications pursuant to which contracts are formed. We propose that a simple
amendment to the rules pertaining to ‘receipt’ of electronic communications can bring about
the needed consistency. The amendment, of course, concerns the presumption that applies in
determining whether an electronic communication is capable of being retrieved at the
addressee’s end.
Currently, an electronic communication that is successfully dispatched (i.e., leaves the
originator’s information system), is received by the addressee when the communication
becomes capable of being retrieved–it being presumed that a communication becomes capable
of being retrieved when it ‘reaches’ the electronic address of the addressee. Interestingly, the
UNCITRAL Working Group on Electronic Commerce in its 44 th session (which took place
during the drafting stage of the 2005 UN Convention) considered the following provision to be
immediately inserted after the provision introducing the presumption, although it was not
ultimately adopted:
“This paragraph does not apply to an electronic communication whose capability of
being retrieved or whose arrival at the electronic address is prevented [or significantly
delayed] by the operation of reasonable technological measures implemented to preserve
the integrity, security or usability of the addressee electronic communication system.”54
Had the above draft provision been approved, it would appear that the presumption
will not apply, or if applied will be rebutted, in relation to an electronic communication that
became incapable of being retrieved owing to operation of a reasonable technological measure.
In other words, where an electronic communication becomes incapable of being retrieved as a
result of an unreasonably active spam filter (which we argue is an unreasonable technological
measure), the presumption as to receipt would continue to apply and will not be rebutted.
This approach can be reconciled with Denning LJ’s fault-based approach in Entores
v Miles Far East Corp. Thus, it would appear that the use of a filter to automatically and
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permanently delete all email communications containing the word ‘offer’ in the subject line (as
was the case in the hypothetical scenario we proposed at the outset) is a technological measure
that is not ‘reasonable’. In essence, although the email containing A’s acceptance is deleted
beyond recovery, since the deletion took place only upon the email reaching O’s electronic
address,55 the presumption that the email was capable of being retrieved remains intact and
unrebutted. The outcome is that the acceptance email is considered as being received at O’s
electronic address. This outcome in turn could be reconciled with the outcome that a contract
does come into existence between A and O in view of O’s fault (of setting up an unreasonably
robust filter that was beyond the usual industry practice, and in any case failing to deactivate
the filter in anticipation of the acceptance email).
It is, however, important to note that, although the outcome of a contract is the end
result whichever route we took, differences exist in the juridical basis for the conclusion. Lord
Justice Denning’s fault-based approach is based on estoppel, which prevents the offeror from
saying that he did not receive the acceptance, whereas our proposal to amend the 2005 UN
Convention presumes irrefutably that he did receive the acceptance.
We also believe that although the failure to use ‘reasonable’ technological measures
is one avenue by which fault may be attributed on the party to whom an electronic
communication is addressed (i.e., the offeror (O) in our hypothetical example), there could be
many other ways by which fault could be attributed. As such, in order to reconcile the
inconsistency between the legal and technical dimensions of electronic contract-making, we
propose that the following, more general, fourth sentence be added to Art 10(2) of the 2005
UN Convention:
“The presumption that applies in determining whether an electronic communication is
capable of being retrieved shall not be rebutted in circumstances where the electronic
communication is rendered irretrievable owing to the addressee’s own fault.”
Perhaps the time is ripe for UNCITRAL to provide clearer guidelines on the effect of
eletronic communications losing their capability of being retreived owing to a fault on the part
of the addressee. In the aftermath of the recent Cambridge Analytica’s Facebook data breach,
and the natural reaction of internet and email users to protect their confidential information from
unlawful or unauthorised access, the use of firewalls and other defensive technological
stratagems might throw not only the bath water but the baby as well. Such situations raise
difficult and challenging questions concerning contract formation and the need to draw a
‘plimsoll line’ between fault and caution, particularly when filtering technology and firewalls
are used by parties entering into contracts using electronic means.
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